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Working and Learning Together 

Some useful links:  

 
*www.andrelleductation.com 

(Creators of Big Maths)  

 

*www.sumdog.com  

 

*www.multiplication.com  

 

*www.educationcity.com  

 

*www.topmarks.com 

 

*www.doorwayonline.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

Learn Its  
*A ‘Learn It’ is a number fact that is 

learned so well that it can be  

recalled instantly e.g. 4 + 3 = 7.  

*They are number facts that we need 

again and again in all areas of  

numeracy.  

*There are 72 number facts pupils 

should know by the end of Primary 7.  

*After these facts have been learned 

with instant recall it opens the door to 

a whole new world of numeracy e.g. If 

4 + 3 = 7 is known instantly then  

children can complete 434+343=  

instantly.  

 

How you can help at home  
*Practise ‘Learn Its’ for 5 minutes 

every night.  

*Play a variety of games using the 

‘Learn Its’ e.g. bingo, matching pairs or 

hunt the ‘Learn It’.  

*Remember to use the wide variety of 

online games available relating to your 

child’s maths and numeracy learning 

that week.  

*Ask your child to share with you 

what they have been learning in class.  

*Praise and celebrate your child’s  

success!  

Meet the characters that help us with Big Maths... 



What is Big Maths? 
 
Big Maths is a daily sequential  

programme of mental maths with a 

strong emphasis on learned facts and 

developing the mental agility to do 

something with these facts.  

 

It develops core skills in one clear 

method. All are taught in the same 

way, repeatedly, to embed these  

fundamental skills.  

 

Big Maths highlights how small steps 

of progress with core numeracy  

follow on logically from one to the 

next.  

 

All staff at Bantaskin have now been 

trained in Big Maths and this is an 

approach we will be implementing 

over the course of the next two 

years.  

Why should we use Big 

Maths in Bantaskin  

Primary School and  

Nursery Class? 

 
*Clear progression from year 

to year;  

*Common methods taught and 

language used throughout the 

school;  

*Build on prior learning and  

ensure children are secure in 

their knowledge;  

*Learning Intentions (L.I) are 

clearly matched to Curriculum 

for Excellence (CfE) Experi-

ences and Outcomes (Es&Os);  

*Evidence can be gathered 

easily to inform planning/

assessment;  

*Improve mental maths skills 

and general numeracy across 

the school. 

CLIC 
 

Big Maths is based upon the  

principle that there are 4 core skills 

that lie at the heart of  

numeracy.  

These core skills form the  

platform for virtually all other maths 

skills and are  

affectionately known as...  

Counting  

Learn Its  

It’s Nothing New  

Calculations  

 

CLIC sessions make up at least 20 

minutes of every maths session  

Monday-Thursday.  

 

On a Friday children will complete a 

Big Maths Beat That Challenge, a 

timed challenge where children  

answer ‘Learn Its’ questions. The aim 

is to beat their previous score in a 

specific amount of time.  

 


